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Introduction
Clinical and experimental data on both oculomotor and skeletomotor systems suggest that an intact cerebellum is necessary for learning and performance of accurate, rapid movements, especially movements involving multiple degrees of freedom (DOFs) . Systems with multiple, mechanically-linked DOFs are hard to control because the inertial, gravitational, and interaction forces, which must be compensated whenever they do not assist desired motion or stasis, are con guration-and rate-dependent. In very slow movements, there can be su cient time to use sensory feedback to adjust motor commands before errors caused by uncompensated forces can grow very large. But as movement speeds increase, feedback begins to arrive too late to be useful for on-line control of the current movement. In such cases, accuracy can not be guaranteed unless motor commands to entire groups of muscles can be accurately timed and scaled prior to the arrival of feedback.
Such considerations, in combination with observations regarding the cerebellum's typical "side-loop" embedding (Ito, 1984 and Figure 1 ) within the sensory-motor system, support a view of the cerebellum as an adaptive controller capable of calibrating parallel feedforward motor commands that can substitute for slow feedback-based commands and thereby enable high speed and accuracy without iterations (Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1986) . Relatedly, the cerebellum has been viewed by some as an adaptive calibrator of internal forward models that allow computation of the expected e ects of motor commands (Kawato and Gomi, 1991; Miall, Malkmus, and Robertson, 1996) . This application of a cerebellar side-loop would allow substitution of fast, \internal feedback" for slow, sensorbased feedback. These two views are not incompatible (Stein and Glickstein, 1992) . In both perspectives, the cerebellum learns to substitute a faster, anticipatory process for a slower, reactive one. Also compatible with both approaches is the hypothesis that external feedback, although rendered progressively less important for on-line control as cerebellar learning progresses, retains a critical teaching role; such feedback is ultimately the only reliable source of information regarding the adequacy of the timing and scaling of feedforward movement commands, or of internal model calibration. At the level of the cerebellar system, these approaches thus postulate that feedback error signals in motor coordinates are converted by the inferior olive into discrete teaching signals, which guide incremental, trial-by-trial adjustments in the cerebellar adaptive weights that control anticipatory actions.
Though supported by a wealth of data, the view of the cerebellum as an adaptive controller capable of using feedback to learn how to substitute a faster for a slower \solution" in repeatable task contexts has not gone unchallenged. Brainstem and spinal cord circuitry apparently provide some basis for task-speci c recruitment and control of muscle synergies, and experimental studies of decerebrate/decerebellate animals have produced evidence suggesting that such circuitry has some of the same associative competence widely attributed to the cerebellum (Bloedel and Bracha, 1995) . Though suggestive of partial redundancy, such studies have not shown that the brainstem/spinal circuitry a ords a large, contentaddressable memory for learning and storage of the relatively arbitrary task contexts and action groupings required for a large repertoire of learned skills. Nor has it been shown that such circuitry is capable of learning to generate novel movements whose accurate performance requires that di erent synergists (DOFs) be activated at di erent times after Cortico-spino-cerebellar model structure: Excitatory pathways from a central pattern generator (VITE) send velocity commands to motoneurons in the spinal cord as well as mossy ber collaterals which may bifurcate and send branches to both the cerebellar cortex and nuclei. The deep cerebellar nuclear cells ultimately project through the red nucleus to motoneurons and spinal interneurons such as Renshaw cells. Spindle error signals resulting from a comparison of the desired with the actual trajectory project to motoneurons (not shown) and to the inferior olive, where they act as teaching signals via climbing bers to the Purkinje cells. These teaching signals regulate long-term depression (LTD) at synapses where active parallel bers contact Purkinje cells. It is hypothesized that for purposes of stability and economy of e ort the path for velocity commands through the cerebellum is normally closed by Purkinje inhibition of nuclear cells, while the gain of excitatory signals through the motoneuron stage (both from descending commands and from proprioceptive re exes) is low due to Renshaw inhibition of alpha motoneurons. However, LTD opens the gate in the transcerebellar sidepath and allows transient commands to simultaneously excite motoneurons and inhibit Renshaw cells. Keys: CPG, central pattern generator; NIP, nucleus interpositus cells; pf, parallel bers; cf, climbing bers; -MN, gamma motoneurons; -MN, alpha motoneurons; arrow terminated pathways are excitatory; lled-circle terminated paths are inhibitory. detection of a context stimulus. By contrast, several features of cerebellar architecture and dynamics qualify it as the best known candidate for such a sensory-motor memory: the cerebellum's side-loop embedding, the large-scale projection of state-specifying a erents to the granule cell layer of the cerebellar cortex, the further fanout from granule cells of the parallel bers (PFs), and the long-term plasticity of PF-Purkinje synapses { now demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo (e.g., Crepel, Hemart, Jaillard, and Daniel, 1996) . Moreover, recent modeling studies indicate how the specialized biochemistry of Purkinje cells, in particular the slowly developing calcium responses of the metabotropic glutamate receptor cascade, can allow the cerebellum to learn timed sequences of motor control signals Fiala, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1996; Kano, 1996) .
Analysing the distinct functions of elements of the cerebellar system requires systematic modeling and simulations. By this we mean simulations in which the model cerebellar system includes all the major cell types; the model cerebellum's a erent signals are generated by simulated receptors and circuits that are part of the simulation; and its e erent signals a ect the simulated motor plant via a simulated spinal circuit. In such a model, all major elements of the cerebellar system can be examined for their contribution, if any, to improved operation of a sensory-motor system whose dynamics are realistic enough to appropriately challenge cerebellar provisions for learning, memory, and performance. This report describes such a model, with a focus on how the cerebellar-olivary side-loop can exert learned control of opponently organized limb spinal circuits, and thereby improve the performance of rapid two-joint movements, whose desired form is determined by output from a central pattern generator.
Because the cerebellar model interacts with a two-joint limb moved by sets of opponent muscles, the simulations are pertinent to issues of opponency both within the cerebellar system and in the descending pathways from cerebellum to the spinal cord. Regarding the latter, there has been great interest in recent years in the role of the red nucleus (RN) of the reticular formation and the associated cerebello-rubro-spinal pathway. In many vertebrates, this pathway is a key element in the system for voluntary movement, and its analysis promises to illuminate cerebellar function because the magnocellular division of the RN is dominated by inputs from the nucleus interpositus (NIP) of the cerebellum (e.g., Robinson, Houk and Gibson, 1987) . Much prior modeling work has focused on the role of the NIP/RN in eye blink conditioning (e.g., Bartha, Thompson, and Gluck, 1991; Fiala, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1996) . The comprehensive skeletomotor simulation strategy followed here re nes and elaborates prior treatments of the limb-control role of the cerebello-rubro-spinal pathway. Our simulations show a strong advantage, within the opponent muscle system, of the reported dual action { alpha-motoneuron excitation with Renshaw cell inhibition (Henatch, Meyer-Lehman, Windhorst, and Schmidt, 1986 ) { of descending signals from the NIP/RN.
Because the cerebellar cortex model included all major cell types, as well as the interactions implied by their connectivity and sign of action, the results illustrate how interactions in cerebellar cortex may assist rapid switching between the NIP zones that alternately activate opponent muscles during rapid joint rotations. Such rapid switching appears to be necessary for appropriate shaping of the motor command pulses needed to achieve desired acceleration and deceleration of limbs. Taken together with prior results regarding adaptive timing, these results clarify how the cerebellum can contribute to generation of critically timed and shaped, multi-phasic, burst patterns, which are exhibited by muscles during rapid movement in normal animals, but which are disordered during cerebellar deactivation (Hore, Wild, and Deiner, 1991) .
The third aspect of our results concerns learning. The model includes a local circuit for signal processing by the olivary nucleus. Its inclusion allowed a demonstration that there is no incompatibility between data indicating that the olive is inherently oscillatory (Llin as, 1989) and the hypothesis that the olive's output via climbing bers constitutes a discrete error-feedback driven teaching signal. The results also show that the climbing ber signals produced by the olivary model are suitable for regulating incremental weight adjustments in the cerebellar cortex. In the case studied here, PF-Purkinje cell synapses exhibit both LTD and LTP, depending upon whether PF activations do or do not correlate with climbing ber activations of Purkinje cells (Sakurai, 1987) . We have elsewhere extended the present learning concept to model how the metabotropic glutamate receptor system can enable LTD at the PF-Purkinje cell synapses to adaptively time depression of Purkinje cell ring. This event enables subcortical pathways to read out appropriately timed learned movement gains (Fiala, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1996) . Because of the opponent form of the model, these learning results also reveal that muscle opponency imposes no constraints on prewiring at the level of the cerebellar cortex other than the constraint that CFs carrying signals of errors from opponent muscle channels should project to distinct parasaggital microzones (Ito, 1984) . Some aspects of this work have been brie y reported in Grossberg, (1993a, 1993b) and in a dissertation (Contreras-Vidal, 1994 ). Figure 1 schematizes the components needed to model the cerebellar system as it is embedded within the reaching control system that we studied. But it also exempli es the typical embedding, in which there exists some primary generator of movement, such as a re ex circuit, a locomotor pattern generator, a saccade generator, etc., which sends projections to motoneurons but also to the cerebellum. The cerebellum in turn sends a projection to the same motoneurons that are addressed by the pattern generator. In addition, there is a feedback signal pathway to one of the olivary nuclei, typically an error feedback signal such as retinal slip, muscle stretch, unexpected contact, or a signal reporting compensatory action by an error-feedback-driven motor command generator. The cerebellum is thus part of a side-loop with respect to the direct projection from primary generator to motoneurons, and the side-loop circuit receives teaching signals generated by residual errors of movement.
Methods
The Figure 1 system is shown in greater detail in Figure 2 . As the kinematic central pattern generator (CPG), we chose the VITE model (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988) , which embodies key properties of the voluntary, and largely cortical, arm trajectory generation network that outputs to lower brain centers through area 4 (Bullock, Cisek, and Grossberg, 1997) . The VITE CPG generates desired position and desired velocity commands. As the spinal recipient of commands from both the VITE CPG and the cerebellum, we chose the FLETE model (Bullock and Contreras-Vidal, 1993; Bullock and Grossberg, 1988 , The VITE model for variable-speed trajectory generation. Lower part: The FLETE model of the opponently organized spinomuscular system. Dotted lines show feedback pathways from sensors embedded in muscles. The two lateral feedback pathways arise in spindle organs sensitive to muscle stretch and its rst derivative. The two medial feedback pathways arise in Golgi tendon organs sensitive to muscle force. Signals A 1 and A 2 specify the desired position vector, and the signals V 1 G and V 2 G specify the desired velocity vector; signals T 1 and T 2 specify the target position vector; signal P scales the level of coactivation, and signal GO scales speed of movement. Upper-right part: Feedforward cerebellar model computes transient inverse-dynamic signals that excite motoneurons and modulate the gain in spinal circuits. Key: B, basket cell; p, Purkinje cells; n, nucleus interpositus cells; O, inferior olive; CF, climbing bers; z, long-term memory weights. Paths terminated by lled dots are inhibitory; all others are excitatory. 1991, 1992) , an opponent muscle control model of how spinal circuits a ord independent voluntary control of joint sti ness and joint position. This model incorporates second order dynamics, which play a large role in realistic limb movements.
The model's name is an acronym for Factorization of LEnth and TEnsion, which summarizes the most important design principle used to explain why the spinal circuitry evolved to its modern form. For all aspects of motor control, it is critical that the higher nervous system be able to exercise independent control over muscle length and the force or tension developed at that muscle length. The following system of equations describes a subset of the spinal circuitry that can provide this independent control property in a robust way.
The scenario for the simulation studies can be described with reference to Figure 1 . Entering on the left is a velocity command (output by the VITE CPG, detail in Figure 2 ), which is projected to both cerebellar cortex and to a deep cerebellar nuclear site, here interpreted as a zone within the nucleus interpositus or NIP (Martin and Ghez, 1991; Gibson, Houk, and Kohlerman, 1985) . The NIP projects to and dominates the Red nucleus (RN), which in turn excites alpha motoneurons and inhibits associated Renshaw cells (Henatch et al., 1986) . However, excitation of motoneurons by this pathway is prevented by Purkinje inhibition of NIP unless PF-signaled contexts from the CPG and spino-muscular system have reliably led to teaching signals from the olive that have induced PF-Purkinje LTD and thereby transiently reduce Purkinje inhibition of the NIP, as has been demonstrated for the analogous case of eye-blink conditioning (reviewed in Bullock, Fiala, and Grossberg, 1994) . The right side of the diagram shows that one proposed teaching signal derives from feedback from muscle spindle organs. Experiments on the stretch re ex (e.g., Matthews, 1981) have demonstrated that muscle spindles normally signal the discrepancy (or error) between an intrafusal muscle length setting and the actual extrafusal length. Such discrepancies would also arise naturally during voluntary movement, under conditions of alpha-gamma coactivation by a descending desired kinematics signal, if the rate of limb movement/joint rotation either undershoots or overshoots the desired rate. In summary, to model cerebellar contributions to rapid arm movements, we treat the deep nuclear stage as a normally closed gate which, after learning in particular contexts, will be transiently opened by timed Purkinje cell pausing whenever those contexts recur.
We now present a mathematical speci cation of the model used to simulate this scenario. The equations used to specify the model mathematically can be divided into three sets: the CPG (VITE) equations, the spino-muscular circuit (two-joint FLETE model) equations, and the cerebellar system equations. Because the rst two sets of equations are not a focus of this report, they are introduced with just enough detail to achieve a self-contained exposition. They de ne the system that is to be assisted by the model cerebellum, which is of primary concern. On the other hand, Tables 1 and 2 summarize neurobiological evidence for each one of the processing stages of the VITE and FLETE models.
Central pattern generator: VITE model
The VITE circuit (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988 ) is a multi-channel central pattern generator capable of generating desired arm movement trajectories by smoothly interpolating between initial and nal length commands for the synergetic muscles that contribute to a prescribed multijoint movement. The rate of the interpolation, and thus the velocity of movement, is controlled by the product of two signals: a di erence vector (DV), which continuously measures the residual vector of muscle length changes needed to reach the nal position, and a volitional gating signal, called the GO signal. As shown in the upper part of Figure 2 , the DV with components V 1 and V 2 is computed in the CPG by subtracting an out ow present position vector (PPV) command with components A 1 and A 2 from a target position vector (TPV) command with components T 1 and T 2 . These relationships lead to the following system.
Model
Cell Lacquaniti, Guigon, Bianchi, Ferraina, & vector (TPV) area 7b Caminiti, 1995; Anderson, 1987; Robinson & Burton, 1980; Dum & Strick, 1990 GO signal globus pallidus Horak & Anderson, 1984a; Horak & Anderson, 1984b; Kato & Kimura, 1992 where fi,jg = f1,2g designate opponent muscle commands. By equation (3), the PPV integrates the product of opponent GO times DV signals. These equations treat a case where there are are no cerebellar inputs to the CPG, but this need not always be the case.
Prior studies Grossberg, 1988, 1991) have demonstrated that the VITE equations can be used to explain a large number of robust kinematic features of voluntary point-to-point movements including smooth, bell-shaped velocity pro les, voluntary speed control that leaves direction and amplitude nearly invariant, peak velocity and acceleration as a function of movement duration, and a Fitts-type speed-accuracy trade o . The model's prediction of duration-dependent velocity pro les has been experimentally veri ed (Nagasaki, 1989) . Recently, the cell types and connectivity of a self-consistently extended version of the VITE model have been used to simulate neuro-physiological data on six identi ed cell populations in motor and parietal cortex during a variety of movement tasks (Bullock, Cisek, and Grossberg, 1997; Cisek, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1996) . This model extension uses proprioceptive feedback to adjust perceived position estimates when obstacles are encountered, and to compensate for static forces. The processing stages used in the present simulations are shown in Table 1 . Also, it has been shown recently how basal ganglia structures can generate a time-varying gating signal that has the properties of the GO signal in the VITE model (Contreras-Vidal and Stelmach, 1995) .
Opponent spino-muscular circuit: FLETE model with cerebellar inputs
This part of the model, shown in the lower part of Figure 2 , incorporates an opponent force generating circuit that (a) attempts to implement the CPG movement commands, (b) measures movement errors and returns error signals on a muscle-by-muscle basis when execution is imperfect, and (c) is modulated by descending cerebellar outputs. As shown in Table 2 , the FLETE model equations are based on the known neuroanatomy and physiology of the spino-muscular circuits, which include neural, muscular, and sensory parts.
The model's name is an acronym for Factorization of LEnth and TEnsion, which summarizes the most important design principle used to explain why the spinal circuitry evolved to its modern form. For all aspects of motor control, it is critical that the higher nervous system be able to exercise independent control over muscle length and the force or tension developed at that muscle length. The following system of equations models a subset of the spinal circuitry that can provide this independent control property in a robust way.
The quadratic force-length relationship of muscle is approximated in the model by
where indices i = f1; 2g designate antagonist muscle pairs, F i is muscle force, L i is muscle length, ? i = 20:9 is resting muscle length, and C i is muscle contractile state, thus an activation level, not a length variable. The scaling parameter k was xed at a value of 1 in the current simulations. The contractile state dynamics are de ned by d
where the force threshold ? F =1, M i is -MN pool activity in muscle control channel i, i is contractile rate, and B i measures the number of contractile bers. The origin-to-insertion muscle lengths for opponent mono-articular muscles depend on joint angle as follows:
and L 2 = q (cos ) 2 + (20 + sin ) 2 : (7) Equations (6) and (7) 
where F e represents an external force, F i is the force associated with muscle i, d dt is angular velocity in radians, I m is the moment of inertia (set to 1 unless speci ed otherwise), and n is the joint viscosity coe cient (which is used here at a value that allows it to stand in lieu of muscle-related damping; e.g., that due to the force-velocity characteristic of muscle). The model shows qualitatively similar behavior over a range of viscosities n spanning at least :1 n :3.
Both contraction rate and the number of contractile bers are known to increase with excitatory input to the alpha mononeuron population, among other factors. This is the size principle of motor unit organization (Hennemann, 1957 (Hennemann, , 1985 . Accordingly, contraction rate in (5) depends on the level of excitatory input to the alpha motoneuron according to i = :05 + :01(A i + n i + P + E i ); (9) where A i is the descending present position command, P is a coactivation signal (set equal to 0.3 unless speci ed otherwise), E i is stretch feedback from spindles, and n i is the activity of the NIP/RN zone associated with muscle i. Likewise, the number of contractile bers recruited into force production also depends upon the net excitatory drive to the alpha motoneuron: (14) where X i is the IbIN force feedback (see equation (18)) and Z + j is a signal dependent on the rate of change of IbIN force feedback in the opponent muscle channel (see equation (20) (14) and (11) say that descending signals n i from the NIP/RN have an excitatory e ect on alpha MNs and an inhibitory e ect on Renshaw cells, as reported by Henatsch et al., (1986) 
Equations (19){ (21) and (14) say that the spinal network computes the derivative of force in one channel, delays it, thresholds it, and then uses the resultant signal to excite alpha MN's in the opponent channel. Such an operation helps brake rapid movements and allows the network to exhibit an inverse myotatic re ex (Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg, 1993c) . 
where G v = 2, and the resting length ? i = 20:9 for these simulations. The stretch feedback signal was a linear function of spindle receptor activation
where feedback gain G s was set equal to 1. The 2D planar arm simulations used joint receptor feedback from the shoulder joint. For reasons described later, it was assumed that joint receptors activated by shoulder exion would project only to alpha motoneuron pools that control elbow exion, and that only those joint receptors activated by shoulder extension would project to -MNs that control elbow extension.
The shape of joint receptors' response functions seems to vary from joint-to-joint (see Burgess et al., 1982) . For example, elbow and wrist joint receptors discharge primarily near to the end of the joint range (Millar, 1975; Tracey, 1979) ; but those in the hip signal over a large fraction of the working range of this joint (Carli et al., 1979) . In addition, there are articular receptors that do not distinguish between joint exion or extension, whereas others show responses over roughly half of the joint's range.
Consistent with experimental data (Millar, 1975; Tracey, 1979) on half-range recep-tors that re more strongly as extremes are approached, we modeled the joint receptor's dependence on joint angle in (8) with J f = :75 1:3 if > 0 rad (30) for shoulder exion relative to the \zero" angle in the middle of the joint's range and J e = :75j j 1:3 if < 0 rad (31) for joint receptors activated by shoulder extension relative to the midpoint.
This two-component neural feedback signal speci es joint angle under both static and dynamic (motion) conditions regardless of direction or speed of angular changes. The signal is bounded because of biomechanical limits on the range of joint angle . For the 2D simulations, the shoulder joint receptor feedback from the agonist and the antagonist channels was used as additional excitatory inputs to the agonist and antagonist -MN equations for the elbow. Thus signal J f excited the elbow exor and signal J e excited the elbow extensor channel. This was accomplished by simply adding these inputs to the excitatory parts of equations otherwise identical to equation (14).
The FLETE model equations have been used in prior reports (Bullock and ContrerasVidal, 1993; Bullock and Grossberg, 1989 to explain a number of properties of neuromuscular control, including yielding-compensating properties of the size principle of motoneuron recruitment, the ability to voluntarily vary joint sti ness without inadvertently changing posture, and emergence of multiphasic burst patterns in the EMGs associated with rapid, self-terminated joint rotations. 
where g k is the activity of the k th granule cell which implies that these cells share parallel ber receptive elds with the Purkinje cells that they inhibit. Hirano (1990 Hirano ( ,1991 , Sakurai (1987) Crepel et al. (1996) (34) Thus the simulated model made no distinction between NIP and RN processing, and assumes that each NIP/RN zone receives only one desired velocity signal. An earlier report (Bullock, Fiala, Grossberg, 1994) showed that such speci city could be learned in NIP because climbing bers (and the teaching signals that they carry) project both to a limited cortical microzone and to the deep nuclear cells that receive inhibition from that region of cerebellar cortex. Such learning was not modeled in this study, although its outcome was assumed.
The (36) This type of granule-Golgi interaction lters the input to produce transient outputs from granule cells with increasing and greater-than-average excitatory input levels. In these simulations, Golgi modulation served to shorten the duration for which the desired velocity input produced granule output and to di erentiate the velocity signal to obtain a phase lead.
The adaptive weights z ki from parallel bers onto Purkinje cells were adjusted up (LTP) and down (LTD) within a range from 0 to 1 according to the learning law: (37) where g k is the parallel ber signal from the k th granule cell to the i th Purkinje cell. Term t i is the climbing ber teaching signal. This equation embodies the hypothesis that LTP occurs whenever parallel ber synapses are active without coincident climbing ber activity, whereas LTD requires that both parallel ber and climbing ber signals be non-zero Ito, 1991; Ito and Karachot, 1992) . In addition, if an antagonist Purkinje cell activity p j inhibits p i , as in (32), then learning may not occur in (37) even if t i and g k are positive. The learning law (37) hereby realizes a type of opponent learning via the voltage-dependent p i . If it is empirically the case that the climbing ber burst invariably depolarizes the Purkinje cell, then a learning law without p i would be functionally equivalent.
The climbing ber teaching signal t i was set equal to the output of the inferior olive network. Each muscle-related channel i of this network, indicated by a site O i in Figure 2 , was composed of two model neurons: an excitatory projection neuron with activity t i and an inhibitory interneuron with activity u i (Ellias and Grossberg, 1975) . The olivary projection neuron is inhibited by the interneuron and excited by spindle error feedback signals from the associated muscle. The olivary interneuron is excited by, and slowly tracks the activation level of, the projection neuron. This system generates a phasic excitatory burst whenever the excitatory input from the spindle exhibits a signi cant increase in amplitude. However if the input then remains the same, or decreases, the phasic burst will not be repeated, because of the inhibitory feedback to the projection neuron via the interneuron. , shoulder joint angle; , elbow joint angle. a, insertion point for shoulder mono-articular muscle; a e , insertion point for elbow bi-articular 2 muscle; l c , distance from clavicle/scapula to shoulder joint; l s , length of humerus; b, muscle origin distance from shoulder joint; D, normal to the line of pull of muscle. a pulse, this circuit improves stability by preventing the path through the olive to the NIP from operating as a continuous negative feedback pathway. It also delimits the time during which the teaching signal acts in cerebellar cortex, which is needed for precise adaptive timing. However, use of recurrent feedback from the slow inhibitory interneuron also makes the olive inherently oscillatory. In the present context, this experimentally observed property (Llin as, 1989 ) is treated as a side e ect rather than as a key functional property.
Dynamics formulation of two DOF planar arm
Some simulations of the model incorporate equations (Asada and Slotine, 1986 ) for a two degree-of-freedom planar arm (Figure 3 ) that were based on parameters of the human arm. Here we replace (8) 
where represents the shoulder joint angle in a planar horizontal arm, represents the elbow joint angle, g represents the acceleration of gravity along the negative y axis, and b 1 and b 2 are viscosity coe cients that account for friction at each joint. Though viscosity may be a function of position, velocity, and joint sti ness, in this study it is assumed to be constant. The product of viscosity and angular velocity is important in achieving stability of the limb. We used typical estimates of segment masses (m i ) and segment lengths (l i ) and inertial characteristics from anthropometric data (see Table 4 ) of Zatsirosky and Seluyanov (1983) and Karst and Hasan (1991) .
In our simulations, the shoulder and the elbow are restricted to one rotational degree of freedom ( exion-extension). The muscles whose actions are modeled in these simulations are listed in Table 5 and depicted in Figure 3 : Posterior Deltoid (PDEL), Pectoralis Major (PEC), Biceps (BIC), and Triceps (TRI). To compute muscle lengths, we assumed rotary joints a ected by two opponent muscles (i.e., agonist and antagonist), each of which is inserted in the moving segment distal to the axis of rotation. The distance from muscle origin to the axis of rotation was given by l j ; j = c; s, (see Table 1 ) and the midpoint of the joint's 180 o excursion was stipulated to be at joint angle = 0 o and = 0 o for the shoulder and elbow, respectively. Origin-to-insertion muscle lengths are a function of angle for the single-joint muscles, but are functions of and for bi-articular muscles. It is assumed that the distance, l ci ; i = 1; 2, to the center of mass of each segment link equals half of the length of the line joining the two ends of the link.
The PEC and PDEL muscles are single-joint muscles, and their length at a given rotation can be computed as follows: L pd = q (l c + a sin( )) 2 + a 2 cos 2 ( ) (48) where L pd is the length of the PDEL muscle, l 1 is the distance from the clavicle/scapula to the shoulder joint, a = 10 cm. is the insertion distance from the proximal (shoulder) joint, and is the angle of rotation centered at = 0 o (see Figure 3) . For the PEC muscle, L pec = q (l c ? a sin( )) 2 + a 2 cos 2 ( ) (49) Moment-arms were assumed to be constant over the whole range of limb movements and their values were xed at 1.0. Alexander (1981) has noted that the angle of pennation { namely, the angle at which the muscle bers pull with maximum force { is approximately a constant between 0.87-1.0, which is why the moment arm can be considered constant. In the case of the BIC and TRI, the muscles cross two joints; therefore, the shortening of these muscles is a ected by both the elbow joint angle and the shoulder joint angle. We can approximate the length of these muscles as follows (see Figure 3) . In the case of TRI, L t = q (l s + a e sin( ) ? b sin( )) 2 + (a e ? b) 2 cos 2 ( ) (50) where a e = 15 cm. is the muscle insertion distance from the elbow joint, b = 1 cm. is the muscle origin distance from the shoulder joint, l 2 is the humerus length, is the angle of rotation of the humerus segment with respect to the vertical, and is the rotation angle of the forearm with respect to the humerus. In the case of the BIC muscle, Note that the lengths of BIC and TRI can not be related simply to angle of the elbow joint. The muscle lengths for biarticulated muscles depend on both the elbow angle and the shoulder angle.
Results
In this section we present three sets of results. First, we show how adaptive weights evolve in cerebellar cortex when the simulated limb is exercised by a long series of attempted movements. We show that weight evolution converged and was such as to establish a reciprocal pattern of function at this level of the system. Thus the learning rule is both stable and capable of pruning an initial connectivity to increase e ciency. Second, we show that model NIP/RN activity after learning exhibits phasic bursting, with burst amplitude a function of desired movement rate. This result corresponds to observations of cells in the NIP and the magnocellular portion of the RN, which gives rise to the rubro-spinal projection (e.g., Gibson et al., 1985; Martin and Ghez, 1991) . We also show that both aspects of the dual projection from RN to the spinal cord are important. In particular, the inhibition of Renshaw cells transiently enhances the gain of the stretch re ex (Henatsch et al., 1986; Hultborn, Lindstrum, and Wigstrom, 1979) and prevents premature truncation of alpha MN bursts needed to launch and brake rapid movements. Third, we show that the model learns to substantially improve the execution of a two-joint movement by compensating for mechanical interactions between the two moving segments. Because this improvement is measured relative to a decerebellate version of the model, which lacked both the model cerebellum and its output to spinal circuits via the rubro-spinal pathway, the improvement is directly attributable to the adaptive cerebello-rubro-spinal system.
Learning and emergence of reciprocal patterning in cerebellar cortex
A major feature of the cerebellar cortex is the asymmetry between the impressive fan out of signals carried by mossy and parallel bers to widely distributed Purkinje cells and the restricted distribution of signals carried by climbing bers to bounded sets of Purkinje cells within parasagittal microzones (Ito, 1984) . This is mimicked in the model by the distribution of desired velocity signals, via the mossy-granule-parallel ber pathway, to all Purkinje cells in the model, combined with distribution of each climbing ber to only one Purkinje cell associated with a single NIP/RN zone and its target muscle; namely, that muscle whose stretch receptors project to the olivary zone giving rise to that climbing ber. A rst question to ask is whether the restricted CF distribution leads to selective disinhibition of only that NIP/RN site which also receives the desired velocity input and whose projection to spinal cord can help activate the muscle whose contraction is desired. Figure 4 schematizes the network before (panel A) and after (panel B) the learning that occurred during a series of single joint exions and extensions performed by the three component model. Figure 4C shows that the weight change is initially fast, but becomes asymptotic over this series of learning trials. After learning, the parallel ber projection of the velocity signal G V 1 ] + command in (35) to p 1 in (32) has been functionally deleted from the network by LTD, but the projection to p 2 remains. As a result, G V 1 ] + onset acts at the NIP stage to excite n 1 and in the cerebellar cortex to inhibit p 1 . The latter e ect is achieved because G V 1 ] + excitation of p 1 has been removed whereas the parallel ber projection of G V 1 ] + continues to excite two sources of inhibition to p 1 , namely b 1 in (33) and p 2 in (32). Such unopposed inhibition of p 1 leads it to pause, which opens the gate for passage of part of the G V 1 ] + command through the NIP stage. A recent report on adaptive timing in cerebellum proposed an additional source of Purkinje cell pausing that may complement those simulated here. Biphasic burst activity of deep nuclear cells and e ects of the dual projection from RN to spinal circuits An important benchmark for a cerebellar model is data collected in recent decades on phasic activities of cells in the NIP and in its primary projection target, the magnocellular zone of the RN. In many studies, phasic activity increments in RN have appeared only in cells associated with the agonist muscle (Gibson, et al., 1985; Martin and Ghez, 1991) and the extended durations of these bursts have led some to interpret the RN signal as a velocity command. In our simulations as well, shown in Figure 5 , medium and low speed movements produced agonist channel bursts whose duration was similar to that of the entire movement, hence might be interpreted as velocity commands (if one were to ignore the actual structure of the model). However, when the speed of desired movement was increased, the agonist channel burst at the NIP/RN was signi cantly shortened, and there emerged a following burst in the antagonist channel of the NIP/RN. This bursting pattern was more reminiscent of the multi-phasic burst pattern that is observed at the level of the EMG during rapid joint rotations, in which a large braking burst in the antagonist becomes necessary to prevent limb inertia from causing a large overshoot relative to the intended endpoint of the movement (Lestienne, 1979) .
The emergence of a braking burst in the model RN is not surprising since the role of the cerebellum in the current model is to help generate the torques needed to achieve the desired velocity and position. That is, its role is to compute solutions to inverse dynamics problems. The model thus predicts that if RN activity is examined appropriately during rapid practiced movements, the uniphasic pattern reported in many prior experiments should be replaced with a bi-phasic pattern distributed across two subpopulations.
The model also clari es the functional signi cance of the dual projection from RN to the spinal circuits. In earlier work, it was proposed (Akazawa and Kato, 1990; Bullock and Grossberg, 1989 ) that one role of the Renshaw cells is to make the response of the alpha MN pool to excitatory inputs more linear. In the case of an excitatory co-contractive signal sent to both opponent alpha MN pools, such a linearizing e ect helps ensure independent control of joint angle and joint sti ness. Such independence is quite important in postural control, when an animal may want to sti en a joint without changing the di erence between the forces acting across the joint.
Movement, however, often requires rapid sequencing through large di erences in the forces acting across the joint. Rapid rises of force toward the maximal voluntary force level are impossible unless Renshaw inhibition is curtailed during the rise time. Because one leg of the dual descending projection from the RN inhibits Renshaw cells, the cerebellum is capable of transiently shifting the alpha MN pools out of the near-linear regime created by Renshaw feedback and into the nonlinear regime made possible by the size principle of alpha MN recruitment. Figure 6 depicts the tracking capabilities of four networks corresponding to the entire circuit of Figure 2 or various subsets thereof. In all cases, the same desired trajectory was generated, for a exion movement that started from an initially extended joint position. The desired velocity pro le appears in each panel as dotted trace c, whereas the realized velocity appears as trace a and realized position as trace b. Figure 6A shows the decerebellate case, where the dynamics of the movement are poor compared to the ideal velocity pro le. The movement develops slowly and the reaction time is prolonged as seen from the di erence between the onsets of desired and actual joint velocities. The joint velocity has a long right tail, and the rise time is slow.
When only the RN projections to Renshaw cells are eliminated ( Figure 6C) , the system shows end-point oscillations that are abnormally prolonged. Cutting the NIP/RN projection to the Renshaw cells removed input related to the phasic and the tonic baseline components of NIP/RN discharge. A side e ect is that the equilibrium values of the system are modi ed, because the Renshaw cells do not receive the inhibitory tonic baseline activity from the NIP/RN cells. When only the RN projections to the alpha MN pools are eliminated from the system (Figure 6D ), the joint initially undershoots the equilibrium position and oscillates around the end-point. This persistent tremor is similar to that seen in cerebellar patients. Without RN inhibition of Renshaw cells, the alpha MN burst and consequent force development are truncated prior to reaching the levels needed for the desired movement rate.
The e ects of speci c simulated lesions in the NIP/RN projections to the spinal circuit, corresponding to the lower panels of Figure 6 , were analyzed in terms of alpha-MN activity and spindle feedback for the network without a NIP/RN to Renshaw projection ( Figures  8A, B) and the network without a NIP/RN to alpha-MN pool projection ( Figures 8C, D) . Both alpha-MN activity and spindle feedback re ect the oscillatory behavior caused by the cerebellar lesions. Figure 8A shows that the agonist burst is stronger than the antagonist, but there is coactivation of both muscles. A comparison of Figures 8B and 7D indicates that this coactivation results in part from an abnormally large collapse of agonist spindle feedback, which releases the antagonist alpha-MN pool from IaIN-mediated inhibition. The collapse of the agonist spindle feedback is in turn due to strong agonist Renshaw inhibition of the agonist gamma MN pool. Thus, the NIP/RN to Renshaw projection normally prevents Renshaw cells from inhibiting gamma MNs and thereby disrupting the IaIN mediated pattern of reciprocal activation of agonists and antagonists. Another source of coactivation is the agonist Renshaw inhibition of the antagonist Renshaw pool, which disinhibits the antagonist MN pool. Figure 8C shows that the simulated lesion of the NIP/RN to alpha-MN projection led to an abnormally small alpha-MN launching burst (compare with Figure 7C ) and to much less coactivation than in the case of the NIP/RN to Renshaw lesion. In fact the delayed antagonist braking burst is nearly normal. This is because the surviving NIP/RN to Renshaw projection disinhibits the antagonist MN pool at the time when the antagonist spindle feedback signal is growing and the IaIn mediated inhibition is at a minimum because of collapse of agonist spindle activity. Thus there is a large transient enhancement of the gain of the antagonist stretch re ex. These e ects combine to produce the initial undershoot observed in Figure 6D .
Equilibria of the 2D planar arm
To illustrate the cerebellar opponent learning capabilities using a 2D planar arm with mono-and bi-articular muscles, we used two independent single-joint VITE-FLETE systems (Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg, 1993a; 1993b) . Each FLETE system generates the muscle forces needed to move its corresponding arm segment (e.g., shoulder or elbow joint) by contracting the appropriate muscles according to the planned movement. The biomechanics of the 2D planar arm included the full dynamic equations described earlier (Equations (40) and (41) Figure 7: This gure depicts key variables from exor and extensor channels for the intact network simulation of Figure 6 . Figure 7A shows the net input to the alpha-MN pools. This input is composed of phasic, burst-like NIP/RN output signals superimposed on ramplike opponent outputs from the PPV stage of the CPG. The simulated EMG activity in Figure 7C shows a bi-phasic patterning of muscle activity (AG followed by an ANT burst), while the simulated muscle forces in Figure 7B represent a tri-phasic pattern (large AG, ANT, small second AG). The reciprocal spindle feedback activities are shown in Figure 7D . assuming a pure horizontal movement; i.e., g = 0 in (46) and (47). Figure 9 depicts the steady-state response of the planar limb controlled by a decerebellate multijoint VITE-FLETE system. Joint angles for the shoulder and elbow as a function of the di erence between the descending PPV commands, that is A 1 ? A 2 (see Figure 2 and equations (9) and (10)), are shown for each joint.
In the absence of external loads, the di erence A 1 ?A 2 would specify a unique equilibrium joint angle in a one-joint FLETE system. Because we here have a coupled system, each set of plots represents joint angle for a given joint (e.g., shoulder or elbow) versus A 1 ? A 2 while the other joint received constant input. Positive values of A 1 ?A 2 mean joint exion,
and negative values mean joint extension. Simulations are shown for a system with and without joint a erent feedback from the shoulder joint to the elbow motoneurons. Panel A depicts the steady state behavior of the shoulder joint angle to the di erence A 1 ?A 2 when the elbow joint received constant input (A 1 ? A 2 = 0:08). The simulation shows that the shoulder angle is approximately a linear function of the di erence A 1 ? A 2 , but the elbow angle rotates (in the extension direction) as the shoulder moves across the workspace. The rotation of the elbow joint is increased for higher coactivation values (e.g., the e ect is greater for a co-contraction value, in (9) and (10) of P = 0:4 than for P = 0:3). This is understandable because the elbow muscles are bi-articular muscles and depend on the shoulder angle. Furthermore, during shoulder exion, the BIC muscle is unloaded and an imbalance is produced in favor of the antagonist TRI muscle resulting in the elbow extension. Thus, there was a partial breakdown of the basic FLETE property that the joint angle associated with any choice of A 1 ? A 2 remains invariant across changes of joint sti ness due to varying the coactivation signal P in (9), (10), (14), (16), (22), and (25). To compensate, feedback signals (30) and (31) from the shoulder joint receptors act on the elbow motoneuron pools. Joint receptors respond to increased exion of the shoulder joint by projecting to the exor -MN pool for the elbow, therefore increasing elbow exion. Because this feedback is position-dependent and monotonic, the outcome is elbow stabilization. This is shown in Panel A of Figure 9 . In particular, the addition of joint receptor feedback allows the elbow angle to remain constant for a given choice of A 1 ? A 2 over the full range of shoulder angles. Panel B illustrates that the compensation su ces across the workspace.
Performance of cerebellate and decerebellate versions of the model in the control of a two-joint arm movement
This section shows how cerebellar learning in an opponent motor controller can adaptively discover and form muscle synergies in the case of multi-joint arm movements. For a two-joint arm moved by both mono-and bi-articular muscles, the feedback learning process can be summarized as shown in Figure 10 . Planar reaching produced by the interplay of two pairs of agonist muscles admits four cases as tabulated in Figure 10A . Let us assume that the stretch signals generated during two-joint arm movements in the horizontal plane follow a non-overlapping (alternating, albeit with some degree of coactivation), discrete AG-ANT pattern as shown in Figure 10A The linearity is preserved across the work space. In these simulations, the input to the FLETE elbow system was constant during three di erent input settings corresponding to three regions covering the workspace of the planar arm (A 1 ? A 2 = :08, 0, and ?:08). The input to the FLETE system controlling the shoulder joint was varied from -0.08 to 0.08. P4) and cerebellar interneurons (not shown). Initially, the strength of the parallel ber to Purkinje cell connections are set to one (Panel B). Activity in parallel bers and climbing bers are represented by a box enclosing the activated cells. Each column representing a given Purkinje cell may receive speci c activation from its climbing ber (C1 through C4). A co-occurrence of parallel ber and climbing ber activation is indicated in Panel C by shading the matrix cell corresponding to the Purkinje axo-dendritic zone where these two signals could converge. In summary, each Purkinje cell can receive parallel ber inputs from all granule cells, and climbing ber inputs only from the unique inferior olive a erent innervating it.
Panel C shows the pattern of activations elicited by conjunctive stimulation of parallel and climbing ber signals for each case shown in Panel A. In case 1, parallel ber (PF) signals from PF 1j and PF 3j arrive at all Purkinje cells as shown by the boxes enclosing them. Climbing ber discharges signaling motor errors in channels C1 and C3 also arrive in close temporal and spatial relationship with those parallel ber signals. This would produce LTD of the synapses PF 1j to P1, PF 3j to P1, PF 1j to P3, and PF 3j to P3. After enough trials, encompassing all combinations in panel A, the resulting pattern of connectivity will be like that shown in Panel D. In particular, only the weight from the PF projecting to the opponent PC of the same joint will survive LTD. The resulting connectivity matrix shown in Panel D can produce the following two outcomes: a) a single joint stretch (e.g., due to a external load) elicits reciprocal counteraction in the segment of origin as well as sti ening of the adjacent segment; and b) a two-joint stretch elicits two-joint counteraction. Using the connectivity matrix in Figure 10D we were able to study the performance of the tripartite model of Figure 2 with and without the cerebellar component during a rapid two-joint movement. Figure 11 shows the state space trajectories of elbow and shoulder joints during two movements made with identical CPG settings. One movement was made with the cerebellar component (after learning trials with the two-joint system) and one without. The coordinates for the plotted trajectories are error coordinates: the x-axis is joint position error and the y-axis is joint velocity error, with error measured relative to the desired trajectory generated by the CPG. A perfect performance would be represented by a point at the origin, indicating zero velocity and zero position error throughout the trajectory. That neither system approached perfect performance of the desired trajectory, indicates that the model is not an optimal controller in its present form. This is not surprising because of the restricted state information available to the cerebellum in these simulations and because of our omission of the spectral timing component of cerebellar learning . However, what is more important in the present context is that for each joint the excursion away from the origin was much larger for the decerebellate model than for the model with intact cerebellum. This is a graphic illustration of the errorreductive competence of the simulated cerebellar embedding. Figure 12 shows the simulated kinematics and EMG activities of the 2 joint system with and without cerebellar compensation corresponding to the state space trajectories shown in Figure 11 . The decerebellate system was simulated by eliminating the DV*G commands to the cerebellar circuitry, but maintaining the tonic excitation to both Purkinje and NIP cells, so that the tonic in uence of the NIP/RN cells upon spinal cord circuitry was intact, and only the phasic component was disrupted. The movement comprised a 65 degrees shoulder extension and a 34 degree elbow extension. For this simulation, all the circuitry from Figure 2 was replicated to control two sets of opponent muscles, one monoparticular (P DEL, PEC), the other bi-articular (TRI, BIC). Biomechanical equations were also modi ed appropriately, as noted above. Heteronymous joint receptor feedback, from the shoulder to elbow motoneurons, was also added to help compensate for static shoulder joint e ects at the elbow. The decerebellate simulation shows smaller amplitude muscle activations and more sluggish limb response than in the intact system.
In Figures 6 through 8 , it was shown through simulations of the one joint case that interpositus lesions degraded the ability of the neuromuscular control system to track the desired velocity of the movement, resulting in increased onset latency, rise time and settling time. In this section, we illustrate through simulations the e ect of damage to the cerebellar cortex in the 2D system. Figure 13 shows the e ect of a cerebellar lesion on the performance of a multi-joint limb exion. This simulation was performed by removing Purkinje cell inhibition from the NIP model cells shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The e ect of this simulated lesion was to take out the cerebellar processing except the direct projections (collaterals) from mossy bers to NIP cells. This implies that the NIP cells would be disinhibited because of the removal of tonic and phasic Purkinje cell inhibition. In these simulations, it was assumed that the matrix of cerebellar connectivity was already learned (see Figure 10D ); in addition, climbing bers were not sent to the interpositus neurons. Therefore, these simulations address the role of the mossy ber projection to the NIP cells alone. The Purkinje cell output lesion removes phasic cerebellar disinhibition of NIP cells, while also tonically disinhibiting them. This results in higher peak values, reduced ranges, and higher baseline levels of -MN activity, as well as coactivation of antagonist muscles.
The trajectories for the Purkinje-lesioned system show decreased rise times and increased settling times.
The plots of joint position and velocity of Figure 13B show that the movement evolves slower compared to the intact system simulation shown in panel A. The -MN activities show a higher baseline of activities which is correlated with the higher level of tonic NIP output (Figure 14) resulting from removal of Purkinje cell inhibition. Note also that the antagonist motoneuron pool is not inhibited during the early part of the movement and that the antagonist braking bursts are smaller in amplitude. Figure 14 shows that in the NIP only an agonist burst is generated, albeit of di erent duration, due to the corollary discharge from mossy bers from the agonist channel. However, the amplitude of the agonist NIP response is reduced in amplitude after the cerebellar cortex lesion.
These simulations suggest that the cerebellar cortex plays an important role in modulating interpositus nuclear cell discharge, so as to facilitate the initiation and performance of limb movements. In summary, a simulated lesion in the model's cerebellar cortex, without damaging the deep nuclei shows that although motor performance is degraded, arm movements are still performed, albeit with a slower time course and impaired regularity or smoothness. . After the Purkinje cell lesion, the baseline of activity of NIP cells increases due to Purkinje cell disinhibition, the duration of the agonist NIP burst is shorter, and no antagonist burst is generated in the other NIP pool.
Conclusions
An adaptive, context-dependent, preemptive error reduction mechanism has been proposed to model cerebellar control of descending motor commands and tuning of proprioceptive reexes during multijoint movements. Speci cally, the cerebellar model uses muscle-speci c discrete error signals from the inferior olive and nonspeci c parallel ber signals from granule cells to learn weight distributions that improve inverse dynamic computations on a trial-by-trial basis.
It is hypothesized that LTD of parallel ber-Purkinje cell synapses, induced by conjunctive stimulation of parallel ber and climbing ber, and LTP of parallel ber-Purkinje cell synapses, induced by repetitive stimulation of parallel bers alone, can lead to the discovery of opponent muscle synergies by cerebellar circuitry, which enables e cient opponent multi-joint muscle control. It is shown that the only requirement for opponent cerebellar control is the speci city of climbing ber projections from the inferior olive to both the cerebellar cortex and deep nuclear zones that project back through the rubral-spinal tract to control the same muscles that provide a erent inputs to speci c inferior olivary zones. Thus the model incorporates ndings indicating that topographical order is maintained through circuits that traverse the olive and associated deep nuclear zones, and shows that this design produces adaptive results when extended to include appropriate somatosensory feedback, in this case from stretch receptors.
Large-scale simulations of the cerebellar model in interaction with an arm movement cortical central pattern generator and a spinal force controller show that: (1) mossy ber conduction of movement velocity commands from the CPG to both the cerebellar cortex and associated nucleus NIP/RN leads to generation of phasic nuclear cell responses whose feedforward action can greatly improve upon spinal feedback control of tracking, including reduction of oscillations; and (2) phasic NIP/RN excitation of motoneurons, coupled with phasic inhibition of the Renshaw cells associated with those motoneurons, yields better tracking than either operation alone. These results help explain the need for the dual spinal level action of rubral stimulation that was discovered by Henatsch et al., (1986). Other in uences of the cerebellar-rubral pathway in spinal circuitry Besides reports of direct monosynaptic rubro-motoneuronal connections to the cat's forelimb motoneurons, particularly in the C8-T1 segments (Fujito, Imani and Aoki, 1991) , and di erential e ects of stimulation of the cat's red nucleus on lumbar alpha motoneurons and their Renshaw cells (Henatsch et al., 1986) , Hongo, Jankowska and Lundberg (1972b) have shown that stimulation of the red nucleus produces monosynaptic excitatory e ects on cells monosynaptically activated, or disynaptically inhibited, from group I muscle a erents and in cells di-or polysynaptically activated from the exor re ex a erents or exclusively from cutaneous a erents. Hongo et al., (1972a) demonstrated that stimulation of the RN evokes a large dorsal root potential followed by pronounced primary a erent depolarizations in Ib and low threshold cutaneous a erents, and a dual e ect on Ia a erent terminals. These mono-synaptic e ects on Ia a erents or IaINs could contribute to the cerebellar tuning of proprioceptive re exes and other control loops through changes in the organization, gain and timing of these re exes. These e ects may be explained using modest extensions to the model proposed in Figure 2 , through a more complete analysis of how NIP/RN outputs to spinal cord a ect the processing of sensory feedback during arm movement control.
Comparison with other cerebellar models Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986) developed a model of error-based opponent learning of adaptive gain control by the cerebellum. This work built on Grossberg's (1969) cerebellar model, which suggested that both LTD and LTP occurred at the parallel berPurkinje cell synapse to learn to control linearly ordered motor components. The early cerebellar model of Marr (1969) assumed that only LTP occurred, whereas that of Albus (1971) invoked LTD at parallel ber synapses with both Purkinje and stellate cells to allow bi-directional weight changes. Smith (1981) proposed how the cerebellar connectivity could allow for agonist-antagonist opponent muscle control. He hypothesized that during cocontraction of antagonist muscles, a erents from each opponent muscle converge on cerebellar inhibitory interneurons to remove the Purkinje cell inhibition of the deep cerebellar nuclei. Furthermore, Smith suggested that by inhibiting groups of deep nuclear cells, Purkinje cells could mediate disfacilitation of motoneuron pools resulting in antagonist muscle relaxation. Recently, Smith (1996) proposed that pairs of Purkinje cells, as in our model and that of Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986) , could use reciprocal inhibition or antagonist cocontraction to control agonist-antagonist muscle groups. These models are compatible with the idea that the cerebellum is involved in the learning and coordination of muscle synergies (Thach, 1992) . Moreover, these models work under the assumption that the command for movement originates outside the cerebellum, that this command provides a reference for computing error feedback signals, and that the cerebellar output projections to the spinal centers (e.g. the rubrospinal tract) form a side-path with respect to the descending cortico-spinal motor pathways (Ito, 1984) . This is in contrast to models that postulate the cerebellum as an adjustable pattern generator (e.g., Houk et al., 1993) responsible for primary trajectory generation.
Our opponent cerebellar model for arm movement control considerably extends Smith's (1981 Smith's ( , 1996 proposal by demonstrating how an a erent pattern suitable for regulating cocontraction or reciprocal inhibition of antagonist muscles can be established by learning due to the spatiotemporal correlation at Purkinje of mossy and climbing ber discharges in the same, but not in opposing or unrelated, channels. This cerebellar learning hypothesis places few demands on a-priori wiring for control of opponency in the cerebellum, and extends to controlling a large number of muscles acting at several joints. As such, this competence appears to be beyond what can be accomplished by the segmental organizational scheme utilized by spinal stretch re exes unassisted by learned descending modulation. In fact, the proposed cerebellar model allows a generalization of rapid, and in that sense re ex-like, control beyond the one-joint, two-muscle level of organization (Bullock et al., 1993b; Thach et al., 1992) .
5 Appendix A: Simulation methods All simulations were performed using the classic Runge-Kutta fourth-order method or the Runge-Kutta-Nystrõm method (Collatz, 1966) . Simulations were performed by integrating the dynamical system that de nes the model described in the Methods section. The simulations were started with all the system's variables initially set to 0.0, except for the PF-PC connectivity matrix which was set to the identity matrix.
For a typical single joint VITE-FLETE-CEREBELLUM simulation, the following equations were integrated: Equations (1){(3) for VITE, Equations (4){(29) for FLETE, and Equations (32){(39) for the cerebellar model. The inputs variables were: G 0 , Go signal multiplier; the target position vector (T 1 ; T 2 ), P the coactivation signal, and the output variables were joint position ( ) and velocities ( _ ), muscle forces (F 1 ; F 2 ), -MN activities (M 1 ; M 2 ) and spindle feedback (E 1 ; E 2 ).
For the 2D simulations, we used Equations (1){(3) for each of the two VITE systems (one for each limb segment), Equations (4){(5), (9){(31), and (40){(51) for each FLETE system controlling the shoulder and the elbow joints, and Equations (32){(36), (38){(39) for the cerebellar model extended to the 2D case using the connectivity matrix depicted in Figure 10 . As in the single joint simulation, the input variables were: G 0 , Go signal multiplier; the target position vector (T 1 ; T 2 ) for each VITE; Go signal multiplier common to both VITE systems; and the output variables were shoulder and elbow joint position ( and respectively) and shoulder and elbow joint velocities ( _ and _ respectively), muscle forces (F 1 ; F 2 ), for the shoulder and elbow; and -MN activities (M 1 ; M 2 ) for the shoulder and elbow MN pools. Note that as the moment arm was set equal to 1.0, the shoulder and elbow torque variables in Equations (40){(41) corresponded actually to the di erence between agonist and antagonist muscle forces for the shoulder (Equation (40)) and elbow (Equation (41)) joints. Also gravity was neglected as the simulations involved horizontal planar arm movements.
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